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You likely have things in common with the people around you, yet you are definitely unique! Unique is away to stand out in a crowd and be yourself.Being unique allows you try new things.  
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In the story the author writes, "I like my eyes, my ears, my nose. I like my fingers and my nose." 
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What do you like best about yourself? What do you like that is unique about yourself?Now look at your family and friends, what do you like about them that is unique?    
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Think of things you like doing the most, It will show people you are unique in the things you do.
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Example of things and hobbies you might like to do:-Play an Instrument      -Dance or Sing              -Play a Sport                 -Like to play with hair and make-up -Draw or Paint              -Design new things       - Caring for Animals         -Collecting 
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"The things that make me different are the things that make me."
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- Winnie The Pooh
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The character in the story thought of some pretty silly things to make themselves unique.  
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What are some silly things you would like to have to be unique?Draw a photo of you and your new silly things.






























